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Departments prepare
for budget cuts.
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Editor criticizes lack of
campus communication.
- page 4
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America's Oldest Weekly College Newspaper
the spray painted messages.
Leslie McCluskey '03, a repre-
sentative for the College's Gay,
Lesbian, Bi-sexu- al, Transgender
and Ally Organization agreed that
the seriousness of word choice is
not to be overlooked.
"Calling someone a fag as an
insult is to say that there is some-
thing inherently bad and insulting
about being gay. There isn't. Still
the mentality persists and creates
See "Cleanup, " pg. 3
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Winter Gala provides night of magical memories
Sarah Shafer '04 and Jimmy EUinger '04 enjoy the desserts and dancing at this year's Winter Gala. The
Dukes of Vfail provided jazz and swing tunes during the event which was hosted by the Student Activities
Board and tlte Dean ofStudents' office. See the full review of Gala on page 8.
Valentine's Day shout
outs!
page 6
Love is the extra effort we make in
our dealings with those whom we
do not like and once you under-
stand that, you understand alL
- Quentin Crisp
Weekend vandalism litters campus with graffiti
Messages of hate damage buildings and artwork
Mary NiENABER
News Editor
Several campus buildings were
defaced this weekend as a result
of 11 acts of vandalism. White
spray paint was used to spray
grafitti on buildings around cam-
pus, including Scheide, Luce and
Kittredge Dining Hall.
Grafitti found behind the
Physical Education Center
focused on Head Football Coach
Mike Schmitz, but most of the
of
messages were aimed towards
Director of Housing and
Residential Life David Brown.
Brown did not wish to make a
statement about the crime.
Bob Walton, vice president for
finance and business, said that the
seriousness of the crime is not to
be understated. "This isn't just
vandalism ... This is a crime, in
my personal view, of sexual orien-
tation ... this is a hate crime ... a
very serious offense," he said.
Walton's comment referred to
x
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Photo by Alex Pries
Grafitti found on Luce Hall is part of the damage caused by vandals
this weekend. The slurs have offended students and administrators.
Hanna heads west
Dan Shortridge
Associate Editor
The College's longtime market-
ing and media relations expert is
leaving this week for a promo-
tion at Illinois Wesleyan
University.
Jeffery G. Hanna, associate vice
president for college relations and
marketing, will become IWU's
new vice president for public rela-
tions on Feb. 25.
Hanna, who has been at the
College since 1988, said he is
excited about the opportunities at
the Bloomington school but will
miss Ohio.
Voice staff picks the best
Valentine's Day movies
and albums.
- page 9
"It is obviously difficult to
leave Wooster." he said. "I will
continue to measure students at
other colleges against Wooster
students, for both the level of
independence that they develop
and the passion that they exhibit
for their work."
Lisa Watts, editor of the
College's quarterly alumni maga-
zine, said Hanna's creativity,
knowledge and instincts made
him a powerful asset to the
school.
"I don't think the College knows
how much we're losing," she said.
"He's one of those roll-up-you- r-
See "Hanna departs, " pg. 2
Men's b-b- all prepares
for showdown with Witt.
- page 12
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Hanna departs after Friday
continued from page I
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Jeffery G. Hanna
Associate Vice President for
College Relations and Marketing
sleeves guys who can do all the
different jobs of the people
who work for him and some-
times has.
Neuhoff wins grant
Danny George
Chief Staff Write
John Neuhoff. assistant profes-
sor of psychology, has received
travel grant approval from the
Great Lakes Colleges Association
for a two-we- ek collaborative psy-choaudit- ory
research project in
Kyoto, Japan.
Neuhoff will depart from the
United States in late June, and
will be hosted by Japanese profes-
sors Sonoko Kuwano of Osaka
University and Seiichiro Namba
of the Takarazuka University of
Art and Design, whom Neuhoff
earlier befriended at an auditory
conference in Rome. The two
professors are world-renown- ed
experts in the field of auditory
perception and have authored
over 100 publications on the sub-
ject over the last 20 years.
"Auditory display is the use of
sound to present information and
data," Neuhoff said. "The tech-
nique is becoming increasingly
important in a diverse array of set-rin- gs,
ranging from classrooms, to
operating rooms, to instruments
such as the Geiger counter."
During his stay Neuhoff will
Editors: Maren L. Miller & Mary
During his 14-ye- ar tenure at
Wooster, Hanna edited the alumni
magazine, was producer of the
school's award-winnin- g admis-
sions video, headed the College's
marketing committee and served
as a contact person for countless
print and broadcast media
reporters. He is particularly
known for his near-instantaneo- us
response times to
reporters' queries.
He was promoted to his current
post in November 2000.
At IWU, Hanna will head up
the 2,000-stude- nt school's public
relations efforts. IWU
President Minor Myers, Jr.,
said that faculty, students and
staff involved in the inter-
views all praised his marketing
and communications skills.
"Jeff brings creative new ideas
and a wealth of experience,"
Myers said.
visit the labs of his Japanese col-
leagues where he hopes to gain a
better understanding of the meth-
ods, techniques and theoretical
positions employed by Kuwano
and Namba.
The two professors specialize in
the area of environmental
acoustics the relationship
between human environments,
auditory perception and resulting
behaviors. Neuhoff is especially
intrigued by his colleagues' cross-cultur- al
research on the effects of
environmental noises on the peo-
ples of Eastern and Western cul-
tures. Kuwano and "Namba have
recently agreed to contribute a
chapter to a book that Neuhoff is
editing, titled 'Ecological
Psychoacoustics."
"My visit will not only provide
benefits in the form of common
ground for our collaborative pub-
lication," Neuhoff said, "but will
also serve to significantly expand
the perspective of my own teach-
ing and research."
Neuhoff excursion will con-
clude at the 2002 International
Conference on 'Auditory Display
in Kyoto, where he will present
his recently authored research
Before coming to Wooster,
Hanna worked in editing and
communications at Washington
and Lee University and at news-
papers in Tennessee and Virginia.
He majored in religion at Oberlin
College and attended Vanderbilt
Divinity School.
He and his "wife, Esther, have
four children.
John Finn, Wooster's director of
public information, said Hanna
will be greatly missed.
"As a media relations expert,
his wisdom, his instincts and
his ability to pitch a story idea
are among the best in the indus-
try," Finn said. "His creativity
and finesse have given Wooster
unparalleled name recognition."
Watts echoed those comments.
"Jeff would be the one guy in a
meeting to say "What if we tried
this?" she said. "He leaves big
shoes to fill."
John Neuhoff
Asst Professor ofPsychology
paper "Pitch Change, Sonifkation,
and Musical Expertise: Which Way
Is Up?" Neuhoff co-wro- te the
paper with the help of Wooster
student Rebecca Knight '03.
Neuhoff plans to directly incor-
porate his experiences abroad into
the psychology classes he teaches
at the College. Upper level classes
will benefit from his expanded
knowledge on how learning expe-
riences can affect sensory
processes, while introductory
courses will explore specific stud-
ies on cultural differences. His
work in Japan will also expand
the opportunities available to
students doing research on
Independent Study projects.
Nienaber Assistant
Budget examination
begins on campus
Alex Pries
Managing Editor
College departments across the
board are currently examining
their expenses in the wake of the
million-doll- ar projected deficit of
the College's endowment and a shaky
economy, officials said this week.
Bob Walton, vice president for
business and finance, said that he
has instructed all departments,
from academic to athletics, to re-
examine their costs and to take
measures to save money.
"We're stepping back. Our
whole management team across
the whole college is looking at
their operations," he said.
Bob Malekoff, director of phys-
ical education, athletics, and
recreation, said his department,
like all others, is in the process of
determining what are unnecessary
elements of the department.
"Our department, like other
departments on this campus,
are being expected to share
some of the costs of this out-
come," he said.
Walton said during this process
of evaluation, departments will be
examining areas where they could
be working more efficiently, dif-
ferently and should be actively
looking for areas where they can
change revenue.
According to Walton, the pro-
posed deficit would grow to $1.5
million next year if the College
continues to run business as usual.
But, he stressed that this is unac-
ceptable.
"There are really two things
happening. We had revenue,
which we thought was going to be
at a predicted level drop and
then we had expenses which went
up some. That's always a bad
combination," Walton said. "This
is not like we had a budget short-
fall and we have to economize."
After the inventories are com-
pleted, Walton said he would sit
down with the information and
examine the outcomes and their
effects on students and faculty.
While no cuts in jobs have
occurred yet specifically in
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Editor: Lindsay Bye
response to this current situation,
Walton said that jobs will be transi-
tioned andor eliminated. However,
it is too early to say where those job
changes will take place.
Walton stressed that the current
financial strain the College is
experiencing is not solely the
result of a slipping economy. He
said that the endowment is not
actually losing money, it is just
starting to level out.
Expecting this gradual leveling
out of the endowment, Walton
said the College was prepared for
events like this by setting aside
$1.3 million in reserve funds.
Additionally, the College expe-
rienced some unforeseen events
this year that narrowed the gap
between revenue and expenses.
Walton said that 35 more students
than expected chose to study
abroad this year.
"On the one hand that's a good
thing because it means we have a
strong ... international program.
The negative of that is, since that
has never happened before, we
were planning on having the
tuition income from those 35 stu-
dents," Walton said.
There was also an increase
in hourly salary overtime of
roughly $600,000 more than
the budget predicted.
But, Walton said these numbers
are misleading because it does not
account for the fact that most
of the overtime came from
campus construction during
the summer. He said the real
increase was more along the lines
of $400,000.
He also said that there was a
10 percent increase in the num-
ber of people enrolling in the
College's medical plan, a cost of
roughly $300,000.
"We knew that the College was
going to have higher costs, but we
didn't anticipate a whole bunch of
people were going to join the
medical plan," he said.
Rate cuts have also hurt the
College's revenues since they
have a lot of money invested
in treasury bills and short-ter- m
securities.
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STARTprogram focuses on race relations
Lindsay Bye
Assistant News Editor
The College of Wooster, the
Wooster City Schools and the
Wooster Unity Project have come
together to improve racial toler-
ance in students grades 7-1- 2. The
program, titled "Students Talking
Abont Racial Tolerance", is fund-
ed by a $2,500 grant from
Ohio Campus Compact, as
well as financial support from
the College ($1,500), United Way
($2,500 venture"" grant) and
Wooster High School.
Edgewood Middle School
Design students promote art on campus
Sarah Core
Staff Writer
Students last semester in Walter
Zurko's first-ye- ar seminar were
given a chance to alter the College
landscape by designing possible
public art to be displayed on cam-
pus. The students focused on the
controversies in public art this
past fall, in their class entitled
"Theirs or Ours? Controversies in
Contemporary Public Art." As
a final project, the students had
to work in small groups and
design a functional sculpture for
walkways and barricades around
the College.
The goal of the project, accord-
ing to Zurko, was to show how
"often public art is done by teams,
and combinations of artists work-
ing together, and how to utilize
different aspects of the group as a
whole." It also "shows how con-
troversial public art can be, and
how hard it is to appease the pub-
lic," he said.
Each group had to propose their
idea through blueprints and scale
models and have them evalu-
ated during finals week in
both an oral and visual presen-
tation. The students had a
number of difficult criteria to go
through, including meeting fic-tio- us
clientele requirements.
One group's proposal involved
the construction of three gates at
each end of the University Street
walkway. Each gate is two-dimensio- nal,
and has a separate
and Wooster High School stu-
dents will be trained by stu-
dent volunteers from the
College to bring peers of dif-
ferent races together in order
to promote understanding.
These peer educators will facil-
itate discussions in which students
will interact, share and serve oth-
ers in order to acknowledge the
positive aspects of their differ-
ences and realize their similari-
ties. They will also serve as con-
flict resolution specialists among
their peers.
"As we watch students come to
the College, many of them talk
First-ye- ar students last semester design functional sculptures for the College 's walkways under the instruc-
tion of Walter Zurko. The projects taught students the process of creating public art using teamwork.
design of red, black or gold.
When seen from one end, the
designs all appear to overlap, cre-
ating the familiar MacLeod Plaid.
However, these student designs
will never go beyond the drawing
board. Zurko said that that the
class was never intended to be
anything more than a learning
experience. "Looking at it from
an educational point of view, we
want the students to go through
the steps, the process ... with an
emphasis in experience, not the
final product," said Zurko.
They never considered taking
the final project out into the cam
about the diverse population here
and how they wish they had
learned to react with diverse pop-
ulations in high school," said
Linda Morgan-Clemen- t, campus
minister at the College and one of
the program's coordinators. "The
START program will fill the void
and help to enrich students before
they come to college."
This enrichment is much more
than simple interaction resulting
in a greater understanding and
acceptance of others. It is the
hope of the program's coordina-
tors that training and peer educa-
tion of students is the beginning of
pus as a permanent landmark.
"We don't want it to turn into a
competition; it takes away from
the educational experience,"
said Zurko. Zurko does feel
that there may be room for tempo-
rary displays of student artwork
on campus instead.
There is a group of students
who are seeking to promote stu-
dent art on campus, and they are
doing so by creating a program
house dedicated to art. Officially,
their program involves volun-
teering at the Wayne Center
for the Arts and working with
them for various events. They are
a positive trend.
"There are many benefits to this
program," Morgan-Cleme-nt said.
"For example, high school stu-
dents will develop skills required
to observe and intervene in racial
incidents among their peers."
"Also, seminars will address
race relations in our country and
in the local community," she said.
"Students will be given the oppor-
tunity to examine the connection
between race and class issues and
to identify possible areas for per-
sonal and community change.
College students will benefit from
the practical experience of train
Y ',
planning to exhibit students'
works, according to Liz Kauffman
'03, one of the students involved
with the program.
"We hope to create some type of
environment where students
can come and hang out and
talk about artwork," said
Kauffman. "It's a smaller step, but
hopefully more accessible."
Kauffman also works with the
Art Club at the College, which in
recent years has created murals
around campus. . If anyone is inter-
ested in helping to promote student
artwork on campus through the Art
Club, call Kauffman at ext 7007.
3.
in schools
ing and mentoring."
These seminars, along with
other educational and service
interactions between higher edu-
cation faculty and local school
system faculty, will hopefully pro-
mote a sense of togetherness with-
in the community.
A K-1- 6 Collaboration Seed
Grant to provide funding for the
these projects was also given to
the College.
Ohio Campus Compact con-
sists of 45 Ohio colleges and
universities interested in the
increase of community and
public service projects.
Cleanup to
exceed 10K
continued from page 1
problems for those among us who
are gay."
Joe Kirk, director of safety and
security, said that his department
is looking into the vandalism.
"We feel certain that they are all
related and are being investigated
as such . . . We have a few leads at
this point . . . We are very interest-
ed in solving this crime," he said.
Included in the damage is a
one-of-a-ki- nd art piece in the
courtyard of Scheide Music
Center. "This is a piece of com-
missioned art that was quite
expensive ... we have removed
the paint so it's not visible." said
Walton. "This is an extremely
damaging piece of grafitti. We are
going to have to bring in a profes-
sional restoration artist."
Walton also cited two other acts
of vandalizing art on campus in
the past two months that resulted
in the removal of the "Girls With
Doves" statue.
Estimates for cleanup and repair
are uncertain until the damage to
the artwork can be assessed.
"We don't have an amount yet,
but it wouldn't surprise me if it
was tens of thousands of dollars.
If we had to replace the art
piece, it might be over a hundred
thousand dollars," Walton said.
-- additional reporting
by Alex Pries
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A Valentine to the Vagina Monologues
So in case you hadn't noticed,
today is Valentine's Day. Maybe
you realized it when you walked
into Lowry this morning and
everything glowed in that odd
shade of red. Or maybe you got hit
with the omnipresent scent of
roses when you mmmmmm
walked by the
information desk.
Or maybe you just
opened your eyes
to the fact that for
the past month it's
been impossible to
avoid the adver
tisements trying to
sell you everything from choco-
lates to farm supplies, all in the
name of Love.
Even the Voice jumped on the
money-makin- g bandwagon by
selling valentines, but we were
too late to get a table in Lowry
because other groups had already
claimed the Valentine's turf.
(These other groups were raising
money for, admittedly, more
noble causes, but it still sucks that
they have to resort to preying on
our yearly desires for flowers and
candy in order to raise some
decent funds.)
' n'No,' I'm not bitter because I've
never gotten a Valentine (I
have!), and I'm not even going to
touch the whole anti-femin- ist
. Erin McCann
basing-my-self-worth-on-how-much-loot-I- -get
concept. Save
your money today and buy your
significant other a flower next
month. Take him out to eat in the
Do whatever you want, butjust don't do it because
Hallmark (and Hershey's and
Zales' and Victoria's Secret)
say that you're supposed to.
middle of September. Write her a
poem. Do whatever you want, but
just don't do it because Hallmark
(and Hershey's and Zales' and
Victoria's Secret) say that you're
supposed to.
This, of course, makes what's
happening today on this campus
so much more special.
Hospitality Services, for exam-
ple, told us how much they love
us with music, chocolate, red
tablecloths and strawberries.
Sure, they might make a few
extra bucks from selling the odd
breakfast ticket to faculty and
staff, but an extra dollar here or
there most likely won't offset the
cost of spiffing up Lowry for a
morning. It's a mosdy selfless act.
and that's what makes it so great.
Most importantly, though, at
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m. tonight, a
group of people will be partici-
pating in the annual performance
of the Vagina Monologues. Your
$1 donation to the performance
won't go to some multi-billio- n
dollar corporation which spent the
past few weeks tacking ads to
the end of your e-m- ails and clut-
tering your desktop with pop-u- p
ads. Instead, the money goes to
local womens' groups who des-
perately need it more than the
florist who thinks he can charge
an extra dollar per rose for one
month out of the year because he
knows you'll pay for it.
So maybe a few of you have
some sweet non-commerc- ial
plans with your partner all set
up. That's great. The rest of
you, though, should rethink
where exactly your money
went (and why it went there)
when you had to rush out to
Wal-Ma- rt this morning to buy
flowers when you remembered
what today was.
Erin McCann is Viewpoints
Editor for the Voice. She prefers
those strawberry-creme-fille- d
chocolates, white roses and
always has room on her bed for
another stuffed animal.
5.
Love without benefits
Freedoms and fjjt lll")
benefits have been
withheld from Americans over the
years due to a laundry list of dis-
crimination: race, religion and
political affiliations among others.
Another qualifier has become
clear in recent years: Love.
That's right, if you're in love
your legal benefits as an
American may currently be being
withheld by the United States
government and state govern-
ments. Of course, I'm exaggerat-
ing a little. There is a catch: you
would have to be a man in love
with another man or a woman in
love with another woman.
Homosexuals in the United
States do not have equal opportu-
nities to marry and receive the
legal benefits of this institution.
Debate over how to legally define
marriage has raged on the legal
battlefields of this nation in the
last few years, with both victories
and losses for gay rights.
However, a group called Alliance
for Marriage has threatened to
silence this debate by proposing
to settle the dispute through clari-
fying the definition of marriage in
the highest law in the land.
The group has proposed a con-
stitutional amendment that would
explicitly define marriage in
terms that would deny homosex-
ual relationships legal status in
the United States.
The amendment contains two
passages. The first defines mar-
riage: "Marriage in the United
States shall consist only of the
union of a man and a woman."
The second section reads "Neither
this constitution nor the constitution
of any state, nor state or federal
law, shall be constructed to require
that marital status or the legal inci-
dents thereof be conferred upon
unmarried couples or groups."
For most homosexual couples in
the United States this would not
change the status quo. Thirty-fou- r
states, including Ohio, have passed
laws rejecting the legal recognition
of same-se- x unions. On the federal
level, the Defense for Marriage
Act denies same-se- x couples mar-
riage benefits tied to taxes, social
security and immigration.
The danger of such a constitu-
tional amendment is that while
some states are continuing to solid-
ify discriminatory laws against
homosexual couples, others have
PniAFI moved forward onrUWtlLL.I behalf of gay rights.
The state of Vermont offers
homosexuals a "civil union," a
legal equivalent to marriage. This
legal junction grants them the
same rights and benefits available
to married heterosexual couples.
These benefits range from adoption
rights, living wills and mortgage
laws to credit and insurance issues.
In addition, the state governments
of Hawaii, Oregon. Washington, New
York, Massachusetts, Connecticut
and Vermont offer state-employ- ed
homosexual couples marriage
equivalent benefits, such as health
care and life insurance benefits.
If an amendment such as this is
passed, all of the state benefits
that have been gained for homo-
sexual marriages would be lost.
Groups with the mindset of
Alliance for Marriage are a threat
not only to the forward progress of
gay rights activists but to the nature
of the United States of America.
Our nation believes "that all men
are created equal." The citizens of
our nation have a hard time under-
standing this phrase throughout his-
tory. It was not until the last centu-
ry that we concluded that the word
"all" includes women and minori-
ties. It is time that we force our
government to recognize that "all
men" includes gay ones.
The marriage of same-se- x cou-
ples causes no physical or constitu-
tional harm. It is only an unfound-
ed fear that the ideals of conserva-
tive (and often religious) groups
would be harmed by its allowance
in the country. These groups fear
what they do not understand, but
the fears of private organizations or
religious groups should not dictate
state or national law.
Based on a platform of fear
and ignorance, the proposed
amendment of Alliance for
Marriage is attempting to solidi-
fy an already unjust and uncon-
stitutional trend in state laws of
denying homosexuals the right to
marry and to further block the
fight for the freedoms of all peo-
ple. Currently in our nation the
phrase "United We Stand" is
plastered to anything that has
room to hold the words. I hope
that one day all Americans will
be able to Stand United.
David Powell is Co-Spor- ts
Editor for the Voice.
Vtf.wpotnts
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SAB weekend is a home run
Kudos to the Student Activities Board for a fantastic
weekend! Winter Gala 2002 was a well-planne- d, magical
event. The decorations were classy, Lowry was trans-
formed, the food was, as always, scrumptious and much
of the campus came to dance the night away with some
great sw ing music from the Dukes of Wail. Not only did
SAB host a successful Gala celebration on Saturday, but
Friday night they gave many couples the chance to get
away from campus and have a romantic evening watching
the musical Beauty and the "Beast in Cleveland And for
those who didn't get that option, Lowry and SAB pulled
together to produce a wonderful Late Night at Movies 10
for only $3 a person. There were great flicks playing, like
The Count of Monte Cristo" and "A Beautiful Mind." It
was a fun-fill- ed weekend for all. Thank you SAB, you
have outdone yourselves!
A CS does it again (or doesn yt)
Last weekend's series of e-m- ail messages from the
College's computing office were rather odd. They warned
us of planned computing and e-m- ail server outages each at
different times of the day. Was e-m- ail going to go kerplunk
at 2:30 or 8:30? We became a bit confused. And so, it
appears, were the Academic Computing Service staffers.
Standing alone, the flurries of contradictory messages
suggest only a minor communication problem. But the
other problems that have cropped up with the ScotMail
system unannounced outages, a lack of phone support,
confusing documentation and a gaping security hole creat-
ed by assigning the same passwords to countless new
Novell users make us think mat there's a larger issue at
work here. We've narrowed the possible problem down to
one of two issues: that either the program was so rushed
into place by the higher-up- s that frontline staffers simply
didn't have time to test it, or that ACS's entire complement
of executives and workers is utterly incompetent. "
We'd much prefer to believe the former. Maybe some-
one w ill come forth to disabuse us of that notion. But we're
becoming more and more skeptical. "
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As this New Year blends into a
spring semester. I'm left with a
feeling that children surround me.
Children who choose to display
their unhappiness with current
College politics by pissing them-
selves dry all over neighbors'
lawns, spray painting epithets about
a certain head of housing and head
football coach on the walls of cam-
pus buildings and generally acting
in an unpersuasive manner.
Children in the administration who
have not admitted that the College
is responsible somewhat for this
outcome and have not yet fully
tackled the issue head-o- n. Children
in the community who are upset,
rightfully so by trespassing and dis-
respectful behavior, but choose to
respond in an equally disasterous
manner surround me. When did all
of this turn into an individualistic,
personal vendetta against College,
community and students? Petty
actions thrive and grow stronger
only when fed w ith the flames of
downright stupid actions. Does
spray painting honestly count as a
realistic means to having your con-
cerns addressed? Will urinating on
your neighbors' lawn help them to
understand your frustration? Does
an administration that speaks so
highly about the individual talents
and rights of its students but then
chooses to restrain them into con-
trolled environments really bring
about helpful outcomes?
This tension, this concern about
off-camp-
us living and unruly stu-
dents is a real issue and one that
demands a proper and heartfelt
attempt for conclusion. Thus far,
one student, one professor, one
community and one College have
all been harmed in the swirling
wake of miscommunications, mis-
trust and downright anger. As a
member of the Voice staff, I hear
all the smatterings of rumors,
pieces of fact and allegations about
this latest town-gow- n dilemma.
I've heard Dean of Students
Kurt Holmes make mention of a
community relations committee,
comprised of faculty, students and
community members. I've even
heard specific names mentioned
but I have yet to hear any outcome
from this committee. I've heard
that this group met weekly earlier
in the year to address some of
these core problems. Tell me Mr.
Alex Pries
Holmes, what recently has this
committee done to solve the cur-
rent community crisis? This stu-
dent body, this community would
like to see more real change in the
works before another professor
suffers bodily harm andor anoth-
er student faces the dubious future
of a Judicial Board hearing.
Everyone is affected by this
tension. Students feel like the
College cannot be trusted, their
actions and rights locked away in
exchange for an academic martial
law. The College feels like it has
to keep track of its students for
fear of "what is yet to come."
Editor: Erin McCann
It's time to grow up and talk
Handcuffs and police lights
cannot stop the off-camp- us
frustration any better than
spray paint can solve core
policy issues on campus.
Dave Brown, director of housing,
told me last week that the new
policy for off-camp- us housing
requests serves as a means to
track patterns of movement
among students. Members of the
community feel this tension in
fear that their children or their
own homes will suffer the by-
products of a night of merriment.
I say to the administration: the
past breeds mistakes and in histo-
ry we find the knowledge to move
forward. Placed in a difficult situ-
ation some years ago, the College
made the choice to enforce under-
age and abusive drinking on cam-
pus. It was a move that I support
and feel was necessary at the time,
but I also feel the College failed to
fully understand the indirect out-
comes of such a shift in thinking.
Students now look elsewhere and,
while not in its simplest terms, that
brings us to the current stalemate.
Act now as the pillars of what can
be done at the College and bring
about some sense of progress.
I say to students of the College:
petty actions and destructive
expressions of your honest and
deserved frustration will not be
answered. It's hard to sound rea-
sonable when you're wielding a
can of spray paint and profanities.
You are upset, you are angry with
the College for failing to under-
stand what you believe is incor-
rect. No one expects you to lay
down and support something which
you cannot; but voice your concern
in an intelligent and persuasive
argument Spray painting, invoking
revenge or causing general destruc-
tion will make you look stupid.
I say to members of the com-
munity while calling the police or
the College security forces rrJay
eliminate the tension for an
evening or two, it does nothing to
address the longevity of the issue.
Handcuffs and police lights can-
not stop the off-camp-us frustration
any better than spray paint can
solve core policy issues on campus.
BBjaaaaaaaBSSl The Solution tO this
wave of marred town-gow- n
relations must
come in the form of a
structured stable envi-
ronment where key
issues are hammered
out. I'm not naive
enough to believe that
everyone will come out a winner in
the end, but I'm honest enough to
say that something has to be done to
make progress a realistic option. I
suggest some sort of public forum, a
place where key College concerns
as well as community concerns can
be aired out If this latest string of
vandalism protests some issue of
College politics and not the larger
community issues then let those
who are upset speak and be heard
by others. Right now, I believe that
Mr. Holmes' community relations
committee can act as a starting
vessel, an opportunity for public
discourse and dissemination of the
facts from rumor.
However, since my interview with
Dean Holmes after the incident of
Nov. 4, I have heard little if no
echoes from his office about this
committee and am starting to won-
der about its function here at the
College. I know that it is does exist,
but in what form? I urge the Dean and
the members of this committee to
become more active in using this pos-
itive force as a way to create change.
While there may be no easy
answer in sight, it still doesn't
mean that we have to be on the
path to destruction.
Alex Pries is Managing Editor
for the Voice.
Vf.aturf.s
Double Threat
Hooker What
You know who ...
Dear Miller Manor Boys,
We think you're cute.
Love,
The Troyer House Girts
Holly --
Thank you for the sup-
port, joy, and inspira-
tion. I love you!
David
Pook-14- 2
more days! We're
going to make it! I cant
wait Thanks for getting me
through this crazy year.
Thar,
Editors: Victor Rortvedt & Andrew Stimson Asst. Editor: Kara barney
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To the boys from K-To- wn --
I choo-choo-choo- se you.
From,
The Candy Girl
To Brian -
Thanks for being my valentine.
From Your
Imposter
SG: Friday night, 10 p.m.. Veterans' Memorial. Be there!! It'll be a treat ... SW
BQ & LN-Luc- ky
number 7!
Love ya!
-- KB
To my Hider girls -
You guys rock! Thank you for the fun this year!
To Kristin, Berkie, Katie,
Boiner, Robyn, Mary and
Brook -
To my dearest friends,
thank you for all your love
and support A girl couldn't
ask for a better, sweeter
friendship. May we always
be the kindred spirits we
are today.
Much Love,
Whitney
Love, Lucy
Dear Nicole,
Roses are red, violets
are blue,
Fudgesicles are better
when you donl have
to chew.
Love,
Your
Fudgesicle
You my angel, you my dar-
ling, angel. Closer than my
peeps you are to me, baby.
Happy Valentine's Day!
Love
David
To Jeremy --
Please be mine.
Love, The Juice
JG,
Hey, Jessica and Amy-Tha- nk
you for always being able to bring a smile to my
face. I couldn't have made it this far without you
guys! --G
Landre,
I'm glad I got to meet you this semester.
You are really nice and sweet. Not to men-
tion you're really hot too. Happy Valentine's
Day. -- ELS
To Enrique, Brandon, Tsunami, Deena, George and Paul-W- e
thank you for all of the pleasures you have brought us.
Love,To my girls --
You have made my senior
year the best ever and I
love you all very much.
Happy V-da- y!
Katie
Chris, we've come a long way
since the playground. Love
you so much. Leila
If you whiffle through my tulgy
wood, I'll burble as you come ...
--Jabby
Pacey -
Face it Pace, you're
stuck with us.
--Joey
Jenny, Maggie, Christie and Nicole
Jessica, Jen and
for all the love
and support. I love you!
-- Em
To the girls -
hugs and Ice cream for life!
Love,
Mary
S.,
Abrazos y besos
para siempre.
Con amor.
D.
DearStigler,
think you're a "hottie.
Love,
Jenny
To Jessica
From Bean
I can say no words
Thanks for taking care of lo aescnoe
me throughout these 108 experience deep within
three years! I owe you all at vou 9've to me
(sound of egg shaker prevails
over quiet, synthesized drums)
Brook, can you handle this?
Whitney, can you handle this?
Robyn, can you handle this? I
don't think you can handle this
woooU Happy Valentine's Day
from the all-o- ut tribute-to-a-tribute-ba- nd
Aluminum Groundhog!!
You pin us to the ground, you
torture us, you scalp us, you
skin us. But we love ya any-
ways, you salted peanut.
Missing you already ...
I love you.
Sparky G: Thanks for the entertainment the other
night I've got pictures ... Yours, B.
To my Wednesday chicken wing gals!
Happy V-D-ay Andrea, Jen, Laura,
Christie and Nat.
--Dusty
For the light you awakened inside,
For the passion held deep and contained,
For the love and the greater glory,
I thank you, and pray to Him to keep it safe.
"We see the light but see not when it comes."
SK
especialment
riding down my street in an '81 Chevrolet
the game involves balls, the one with you I
always play to a great friend, have a good
v-da- y!! --ML
To Mike and Druv-Than- k
you for rockin' our
world!
B ... don't worry, S. can never
take your place, you cute
puppy-dog-ey- ed fool, you ...
-- Us
Dear Troyer
House Girls,
Everyone poos.
Love,
Dom
Brook ..
To my little sht monkey-You'r-e.
so rad...you're so
rad...you're so rad.
In all of life's travels, wherever you go,
the most important love is for yourself.
Happy Valentine's Day to me.
-- Benitez
Will you marry me?
Lenny, Len, Linnea
what can we saya
have a great valentine's daya
love, your two favorite playas
--KDB and MLB
To the Woo Q's:
We shall lift Kylie Minogue to her
rightful place as dance club diva!
Thanks for sharing good times this
semester.
Much love -
hope that Super Ally
today is special for you,
and that there will be
many more like it, To Leila, Love Chris -
Happy Valentine's
Day. - J.S.
KMB- -
You are the shoelaces to my favorite old
sneakers. You're the chocolate chips in my
dough. You're the logs in my wigwam. You're
the Woodward to my Bernstein.
ML,
VR
I tried to write a
Valentine
full of corny, loser lines;
thought of some,
they were dumb
how about just "Be
Mine?"
Feb
Noted Ohio author visits fictional writing course
Danny George
Chief Staff Writer
On Tuesday, Professor of
English Dan Bourne and his
wife boarded a plane for west-
ern Siberia where the couple
was to pick lip their recently
adopted son.
But before leaving. Bourne
arranged for a "celebrity substi-
tute" to take over his Advanced
Fictional Writing class. His selec-
tion was Sarah Willis, a national-
ly celebrated author and native of
Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
Willis' first novel, "Some
Things That Stay," was pub-
lished in February 2000, and
collected national accolades,,
including being named "Notable
Book of the Year" by "The New
York Times" and meriting the
2000 Stephen Crane "Best First
- -- itc '; .--- V
:
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Photo by Emily Davis
Sarah Willis graces the College
for a briefstint as professor.
Fiction" award. "Some Things
That Stay" has since been pub-
lished in Spanish and a version
has been released overseas in
the UK.
A single-moth- er with two
teenage children, Willis sup-
ports herself through her writ
ing and has made it a point to
share her writing experiences
with the aspiring young writers
at the College.
"Writing is hard work with a
passion a struggle," she said. "I
can't live without doing it; it makes
me feel good and I tend to get lost
in the writing process. But young
writers really need to know that
getting rejected is part of the game,
and if you haven't been rejected a
hundred times, you aren't trying
hard enough," she said.
In 1971 she began working for
the Cleveland Free Clinic, where
she remained for the next 10
years, assuming a variety of odd
jobs, from janitor to Medical
Coordinator. During this span of
time she attended Cuyahoga
Community College, Otterbein
and finally graduated from Case
Western Reserve University in
1978 with a BFA in Theater Arts.
She then went on to earn a
Certificate in Photography from
Cooper School of Art. At the age
of 34 she began taking non-degr- ee
graduate classes in
Creative Writing at Cleveland
State University and worked as a
local pharmacist.
"I stood on my feet for 10 hours
a day at that job, but my theory
was that if I wanted to be a writer
I should stick with a job that
wouldn't pay the bills," she joked.
Willis wrote religiously: three
hours a night, six days a week,
juggling her thirst for writing with
the responsibilities of parenting.
"Every night I would lock myself
in the room upstairs and just write
and write," she said. "My kids
would come to me with crazy
2
requests. 'Can we go to Cedar
Point', and in my trance I'd tell
them, 'Yeah sure, just let me write'."
Willis' writing efforts finally paid
off with the publication of "Some
Things That Stay." But according
to the author, reaping the financial
benefits of her book sales was a
peripheral event in her life.
"To be honest I still would've
written 'Some Things That
Stay,' regardless of the pay-of- f.
It was just a book I needed to
write, a lot of it was biographi-
cal and I just had to tell it and
hope people would be touched
by it," she said.
During her week long stay at
rhe College, Willis will teach
all of Bourne's advanced fic-
tion classes, and will close her
visit with a public reading on
Monday.
Performative spoken word reborn in slam poetry
Andrew R. Waldman
Staff Writer
In a world dominated by visual
media, less and less emphasis has
been put on the importance of lit-
erature in everyday life. Poetry
in the oral tradition, the most
ancient form of literature, had
for the most part been over-
looked as well in recent
decades. But that tradition,
unexpectedly, was rehashed in
the late 20th century with the
onset of a new form of spoken
verse: slam poetry.
Essentially, competitive slam
poetry is two poets competing
against each other through the
recitation of verse in front of a
live audience including judges.
The material the poets uti-
lize is prepared before the
event, but often a poet must
resort to an amount of improv-
isation to achieve victory in
the competition.
The roots of slam poetry extend
back to the late 1970's. The first
recorded poetry competition tran-
spired between Ted Berrigan and
Ann Waldman in 1979. Berrigan
and Waldman dressed as boxers
and "fought" against each other in
front of a rather unruly crowd.
Poet Bob Holman relayed the
story of the Berrigan-Waldma- n
bout to friend Marc Smith in
Chicago, who would keep the idea'
in the back of his mind for some
time. Meanwhile, poet Al
Simmons arranged another poetry
boxing match that included musi-
cian Jimmy Desmond and poet
Jerome Salla.
Salla and Desmond met in the
ring in a Chicago bar, and went 10
rounds, each poet reading a poem
in the round before being judged.
Salla was victorious, and when
Desmond challenged him again,
Salla won Jhc rematch.
This new brand of poetry (in
its earliest times, termed "punk
poetry," for its angst ridden,
rough feel) took hold in
Chicago and stayed in a state of
infancy for a few years until
Marc Smith brought the form
into full time existence.
Smith, an untrained poet, had
opened The Get Me High Lounge
in Chicago, and lined up a sched-
ule of poetry events. Though the
club did not specifically feature
competition poetry. Smith's venue
transformed the Chicago scene
into a lively, artistic community.
Smith later sold The Get Me
High Lounge to Dave Jemilo.
Smith and some friends then audi-
tioned as a group to perform at the
Green Mill, Jemilo's poetry club.
The group was successful, and
was offered a standing invitation
to recite at the Mill.
The ensemble had to come up
with new material every night; to
avoid repetition (to what was a
regular crowd), the poets decided
to use the idea of competition, and
slam poetry finally gelled into a
true form.
Smith pushed his group to com-
pete. The atmosphere that was
created by this new approach lent
a dynamic to poetry never seen
before. Aggressive, in-your-f- ace
and edgy poetry was borne from
the new atmosphere.
Slam poetry was a Chicago
development, but it quickly spread
around the nation. San Francisco,
New York and Boston all host
vibrant slam poetry scenes. By
1991, the form was brought to the
national level, when the first
National Slams competition was
held in California (Chicago took a
narrow victory over the earlier
mentioned cities.)
Slam poetry is still a lively
form; the revolution that Smith
started has spread outside of met-ropolita- in
areas, and competitions
are fiercer than ever. The strong
vernacular tradition set forth by
the genre seems to have solidified
its place in modem art.
Information compiled from
www.e-poets.netlibrarysl- am
Care moore inspires students
Hip hop poet, pub
lisher, freelance jour-
nalist and visionary jes-sic- a
Care moore capti-
vated a packed house at
Scheide Music Center's
Gault Recital Hall as
she provided readings
of her poems, as well as
inspiration for young
writers in attendance.
moore, a slam poet
from Detroit, was invit
ed to the College by
Joanne Frye, professor
!of English and coordi-
nator of the women's
Photo by Victor Rortvedt
Care moore enthralls a college and commu- -
studies program who nity audience with her spoken word poetry.
heard the poet speak at
a conference several years ago.
"I heard her and I was struck
with her energy, her relationship
to language, : the . way she
addressed her political concerns
and with her feminist and anti- -
racist platform, said Frye.
That energy was relayed to a
very receptive audience at Gault,
who took in about 10 of moore's
poems on issues ranging from
materialism, feminism, violence,
racism and even breast cancer.
moore, a former journalist,
said she drew on her experiences
in television journalism to write
her poetry. "I still am a journalist,
and I'm just telling my stories in aj
poetic ; form," said moore.;
"Journalism was my job; poetry
- was a lot more fun for me.
moore has published an
of her own poetry and is
working on another. She is also a
publisher of other poets' works
moore is currently working on
two films this summer and a the
atre piece while writing occa-- j
sionally for several publica
tions.
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The Dukes of Wail get the crowd swinging at Gala with rat pack
and swing music. Lowry was swathed in blue and silver, creating
festive atmosphere.
rolls of film were taken and pho-
tos should be in students' mail-
boxes at the end of this week or
the beginning of the next
at
(11:00) 4:40, 10:10
(1:30)7:05
(12:00) 2:30, 4:50, 7:40, 9:45
(1:15,3:20,11:10)
5:25,7:30.9:30
(12:10, 2:20) 4:45,7:35,9:40
(12:05, 2:35)5:00, 7:20
9:50
(12:15, 2:40) 5:05,7:45, 10:05
(2:00, 11:35) 4:35, 7:10, 9:45
(2:25, 11:55) 4:10, 7:00, 10:10
(1:20, 10:45) 4:10,7:00,10:10
(1:45,11:05) 4:30,7:15,10:15
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Editors: Katie Berkshire & Elizabeth Yuko
Campus expresses a wailing good time at Gala
Dancing and delicious desserts delight at College's only all campus formal
Katie Orwis
Staff Writer
The Dukes of Wail played both
mellow and upbeat tunes, stu-
dents and faculty enjoyed
desserts, and the tasteful deco-
rations were fabulous at this
year's Gala.
Amy Poston '03, the head of
this year's Gala and the head of
musical entertainment for the
SAB said, " A lot of people said
it was the best Gala they'd ever
been to and you can't ask to do
much better than that."
Gala offered some positive
improvements from previous
years. First of all. students were
able to remember the night by
having their pictures taken with
their dates or friends. "It was a
really nice touch to have a picture
taken with a nice backdrop and
not a dorm room." said James
Foster '02. Poston said over five
Beginning Friday
Cinemark
Movies 10
Rollerball (PG-1- 3)
Black Hawk Down (R)
A Walk, to Remember
Return to Neverland (G)
Big Fat Liar (PG)
Snow Dogs (PG)
A Beautiful Mind (R)
Crossroads (PG-1- 3)
Collateral Damage (R)
Super Troopers (R)
Hart's War (R)
John Q (PG-1- 3)
() Saturday-Monda- y Only, Friday
Pass Restricted
All shows" before 5 p.m. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5 pan. $6
First Matinee show Mon-F- ri $3
For complete listings, call (330) 345-875- 5
)
Although decorations have
always been lovely at Gala, it
was obvious that this year the
effort to make Lowry look as
elegant as possible was quite
valiant. As students ascended
the stairs they found a balloon
arch as well as towers on either
side of the stairs. Once inside the
transformed Lowry, students
saw the tables beautifully
adorned with bowls of water
and floating candles.
The final change, and perhaps
the most significant, was a larger
dance floor. "The dance floor
was a lot bigger this year," said
Sarah Shafer '04. "It was really
nice because I had plenty of
room and I didn't feel intimidat-
ed to go out and dance."
Dean of Students Kurt Holmes
said, "This was my first Gala and
I thought that it was a great
event where I could see students
in a different element - and they
clean up well. I was able to inter-
act with students and not be so
Rstemitias - Stxaatdes
Earn $1 ,000-$2,00- 0 this
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraisinq event.
Docs net involve credit card applications.
Fundraising dats are Cing quickly, so call today!
rCor,:ct Cr.rrp'jdrair.ccrn at (CC3) 923-323- 3,
e !icrv. :. c . .' . . j. ,l.z.
official ... it was different music
at a different venue," he said.
Tiffany Steele '05, who anx-
iously awaited Gala for months,
said, "Everyone who worked on
Gala set-u-p obviously worked
very hard because every-
thing was arranged meticu-
lously. It was cool that the
College had a semi-formal- ."
The turnout at Gala was quite
impressive and Poston estimat-
ed that at least 1,200 people
attended. She said that at the end
of the night all of the desserts
were gone. Dan Bartha '03
attended Gala for the first time
this year and said he had con-
stantly heard about the desserts
and couldn't imagine passing
them up again. "Dessert had
been built up so much and I
must say it really was all I had
expected and dreamed of,"
Bartha said.
Photo by Anna Steckel
Katie Hyland '03 and Jacob Dodson '02, decked out in their for-
mal attire, dance at Gala. Students and faculty alike enjoyed
themselves at the event.
- Clubs - Stufet Grafs .
semester with the easy
.. .
. cr.ccm.
WSO to perform
The Wooster Symphony
Orchestra will perform a public
concert Sunday at 8:15 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel, including r
songs such as "Children's
March: Over the Hills And Far
Away" by Percy Grainger,
Concertino for Piano and
Orchestra, by Frederick Koch
(featuring pianist Coren Estrin
Kleve) and Symphony No. 5 in
E Minor by Tchaikovsky.
The WSO is directed by Professed
Ueff lindberg and is composed of
approximately 70 players. About 501
are students, the rest are townspeo-- j
pie from Wooster and other sur--
rounding communities. The WSO
presents three subscription concerts
per year. This Sunday's concert isl
khe second of the 2001-200- 2 sea
son. The WSO also presents a
biannual Holiday Concert and anj
annual Children's Concert fori
fWayne County fourth graders.
Admission is free for COW stu- -
Idents, faculty and staff and $5 for
all others.
Get your I.S. copies
done at Office Services.
We offer cheap rates
and friendly service.
Office Services and the
Bookstore will be open
Sunday March 24th
from 12:30 - 4 p.m. 1
r .
'i ' i .
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Voice staffsuggestsfestive movies, albumsfor holiday
Sarah's pick - "Aladdin"
One truly romantic movie to
watch on Valentine's Day with
your significant other is the
Disney animated classic
"Aladdin." This is a fun, light-heart- ed
film for every age. Robin
Williams, who voices the Genie,
is highly entertaining, and the
movie includes award-winnin- g
music such as the song "A Whole
New World." This
timeless tale of rags
to riches romance is
intertwined with
enough humor,
music and 'magic
" to bring out the
child in anyone.
Alex's pick --
John Mayer's
"Room for
Squares"
In the mood for a
little snuggling this
Valentine's Day?
Grab your favorite romantic inter-
est, close friend, or random hook
up and toss John Mayer's "Room
For Squares" into the stereo. This
Atlanta native's first breakthrough
CD hinges on a velvety smooth style
that embraces strong lyrics and
solid acoustic guitar. It is indeed
one of those rare collections
where the listener feels no need to
skip tracks. Start out with the last
track "St. Patrick's Day" to set the
mood, switch over to "Love Song
For No One," and once things
start to heat up, finish Valentine's
Day off with the wonderful "Your
Body is a Wonderland." These
songs should help you find the
passion in your celebration,
although my personal favorites
are "Why Georgia" and "3x5."
Mary's pick - "When Harry
Met Sally"
"When Harry Met Sally" is the
perfect film to watch with your
group of friends, your longterm
mate, or the friend you'd like to
get the hint about how much you
like them. Everyone knows the
storyline: two people are friends
as they experience the ups and
downs of dating. It's fun to watch
Billy Crystal and Meg Ryan ban-
ter about their friendship and the
odd people they choose to date.
In the end, it's satisfying to see
"how to make two lovers from
friends." As an added bonus for
Wooster enthusiasts, in the foot-- ,
ball stadium scene, the viewer can
catch a quick flash of C.O.W.
Marching Scots in the crowd.
Ann's pick - "Sliding Doors"
For all those ladies without a
man in their lives on Valentine's
Day, this movie is just what you
need. Gwyneth Paltrow stars in
this 1997 Peter Howitt film as
Helen, a PR woman living in
London, whose life is forever
changed in the instant that she'
makes or misses her subway ride
home. This romantic comedy lets
the audience play the wonderful
game of "what if" through the life
of Helen, as it follows her in alte-nati- ng
scenes down each path
forcing the audience to stay
engaged in the plot. The ending,
while somewhat too perfectly
constructed, is a good pick-me-- up
for all those lovely ladies out there
without a man. And besides, just
by watching the film you will learn
at least five new ways to curse a
man. Try "wanker" on for size.
Dan's picks - "The Princess
Bride" and "Camelot"
It ain't your typical Valentine's
Day flick, but -- it fulfills all the
basic requirements: fantasy, mar-
riage, a handsome and beautiful
couple, exotic locales and, of
course, true love. "The Princess
Bride" is one of those all-ti- me
classic films that's alternately
revered and reviled. But for
Valentine's Day, or other romantic
interludes, there's no movie better.
Its relatively brief running time is
packed with a great sense of
humor,, including a fantastic supp-
orting-star turn by the late pro-wrest- ler
Andre the Giant Tip to
the guys: If she wants to watch it,
don't put up a fight Just smile,
nod, and say "As you wish."
The film version of the musical
"Camelot" features Vanessa
Redgrave as the long-tress- ed
Guenevere, Richard Harris as
dashing Arthur and Franco Nero
as the ever-so-humb-le Lancelot du
Lac. The movie's cinematography
and choreography are intertwined
as the passions of ancient England
come to life. The snowball fight
scene is the epitome of a perfect
first date. And be
sure to have lots of
Kleenex on hand for
the second half.
Katie's picks - "Say
Anything" & "Jerry
Maguire"
"Say Anything," the
1989 film by Cameron
Crowe is an absolute
classic. Starring John
Cusack and lone Skye,
this film details the
romance of Diane and
Lloyd, an unlikely
who have just graduated from
Student reviews 'Me as
Andrea Hiebler
Staff Writer
"Tale as old as time, song as old
as rhyme...". Last week, the
Student Activities Board spon-
sored a trip to see Disney's
"Beauty and the Beast" at the
Playhouse Square Center in
Cleveland. Twenty-on- e Wooster
students and staff members
attended the national touring pro-
duction. The smash hit show
contains the charm and appeal of
the beloved film version, and the
classic tale makes a successful
transition from screen to stage.
The cast was both entertain-
ing and enchanting in their
believable representation of
very difficult characters
from candlestick to teapot. The
Beast commanded the stage
with a powerful baritone voice
coupled with effective charac-
ter development. Despite a
prosthetic mask and a massive,
physically restricting costume,
the Beast handled the weight
well, moving and dancing natu-
rally across the stage. Although
half-huma-n, half-anim- al, the
Beast portrayed the same sense
high school. The film manages o
be Sweet and romantic without
making the viewer feel ill, and
Lloyd and Diane's quirky friends
supply comic relief. Finally, this
movie was the premiere of Peter
Gabriel's "In Your Eyes," which is
surely one of the most romantic
songs of all time.
However, if this movie is a bit
too sugary for your taste, give
"Jerry Maguire" a try. Cameron
Crowe again created a romantic
masterpiece with this 1996 film
starring Tom Cruise and Renee
Zellwegger. Cruise is an athletic
agent so this aspect of the film
creates some interest for those
who are less inclined toward
romantic flicks and more 'interest-
ed in sport-- y flicks. For sappy
viewers, the "you had me at hello"
scene is a tear jerker. Finally,
Cuba Gooding, Jr. is a fabulously
amusing and loveable character
(plus, you get a glimpse at his
tushie). Bruce Springstein's 1988
of humanity we witnessed in the
animated version as children.
Although Belle's perform-
ance was not quite as strong, at
times sounding immature and
uncertain of her upper register,
she delivered a passionate per-
formance at some of the show's
most emotional moments. The
song "Home" was stunning, as
Belle sang a heart-wrenchi- ng
and solemn homage to her
beloved father and home.
Gaston, Lumiere, Cogsworth,
Mrs. Potts, Maurice and the
adorable Chip stood out as
flawlessly fulfilled roles, faith-
ful to the cherished characters
with whom we grew up. While
humans dressed as clocks and
candlesticks may stretch the
limits of the viewer's imagina-
tion, the story and the charac-
ters are so timeless that they
transcend the incredulousness
of the costuming for a sensa-
tional production.
Alicia Nathison '03, vice
president of SAB said that
"everyone seemed to enjoy it
very much ... they suggested that
SAB do more trips of this sort"
"Very much of the musical
song "The Secret Garden" has a
similar effect that "In Your Eyes"
did in "Say Anything." The rest of
the soundtrack is great as well.
Elizabeth's pick - "The
Essential Billy Joel"
While not every song on the 2
CD set is romantic, "The Essential
Billy Joel" includes some of the
most sincere love songs of all
time. A compilation of some of his
greatest hits, this album features
Billy Joel's earliest hits to his
most recent classical endeavors.
Some songs which are especially
appropriate for Valentine's Day
are "And So it Goes," "Lullabye
(Goodnight my Angel)" and "She's
Always a Woman to Me." The
great part about this album is, if
you aren't in the mood for sappy
love songs, there are plenty of
happy up-be- at songs on the album
as well. "The Essential Billy
Joel" is an excellent choice for
well-round- ed Valentine's Day listen-
ing enjoyment.
old as time' '
was based off of the Disney ver--
sion of 'Beauty and the Beast'
but it could appeal to all age
groups and bring it to a level for
everyone. Phenomenal scenes,
especially 'Be our Guest,' excel-
lent choreography and a lot of
work came together and made
the show very entertaining to
watch" said Nathison.
"Beauty and the Beast" requires
an extensive amount of set and
costume construction. Every sin-
gle costume revealed a great deal
of detailed and professional work.
Even with such creations as clocks
and candlesticks attached to them,
the actors carried on their per-
formances effortlessly. The set
offered a wide array of scenery
and realistic locations. Similarly,
the lighting and special effects
offered some of the most visual-
ly stunning images I have seen
achieved on stage. Some note-
worthy choreography included a
wonderful bar number and the
high kicking, show stopping
splendor of "Be Our Guest!"
The experience allowed a
group of stressed college kids to
sit back, relax, and awaken those
joyful childhood memories.
drink
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Two Skinny Dorks will play
Friday, Feb. 16
$2 cover
Catch Zen's Room
Saturday, Feb. 23
$2 cover
Fosters
Friday for
$1.50
Samuel
Adams on
Special for
$2
330-262-29-98
to do to win. The key to the win
was clutch free-thro- w shooting,
especially by Lindsey, which
helped us keep our lead. We'll use
this game as a stepping stone to
beat Earlham."
Statistically, the teams were
essentially even in every category
except for field goal percentage
and rebounds. Kenyon was held
to a meager 31.4 percent (16-of- -5
1 ) from the field, including 6-of- -27
in the first half. The Scots,
meanwhile, were outrebounded
40--3 and shot 4 1 .3 percent ( 1 9-of-- 46)
from the field.
Kristen Rice '03 led the way for
the Scots, netting 15 points on 7-- of
9 shooting from the field as she
led the team in scoring for the
fourth time in the last six games.
Lindsey Schaaff '04 added 11
points, including 7-of- -9 from the
foul line, DeJesus had a solid all-arou- nd
game of nine points, 12
rebounds, and a game-hig- h nine
steals and Jen Flavin '04 chipped
in with nine points.
The Scots conclude the regular
season Saturday at 2 p.m. when
Earlham College visits for an
NCAC showdown.
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Women rebound from devasting loss to Wittenberg
Todd Worly
Sports Editor
The women's basketball team
arrived in Springfield Saturday
afternoon, looking to shock the
NCAC with a key upset win over
Wittenberg. Despite an uprising
start by the Scots, who came into
the game having won three of
their last four games, the Tigers
welcomed them back to reali-
ty with a jolting slap in the
face, putting on a clinic with a
111-5- 8 victory.
Despite the apparent blowout
loss, the score does not tell the
whole story. Wooster stormed out
of the gates to take an early 7-- 0
lead, and maintained that advan-
tage for the first five minutes,
holding a lead of 13-- 6.
Wittenberg edged in front at 29-2- 7
with 5:53 left, and then the
bottom dropped out for the Scots.
The Tigers reaffirmed their
superiority and showed who's the
boss, exploding for a 26--7 run to
close the half with a 55-3- 4 lead.
Wooster stayed within 20-2- 5
points for the first five minutes of .
the second half, but Wittenberg
stepped on the gas pedal again,
accelerating to an 81-4- 5 advan-
tage with a 17-- 3 run over a five
minute stretch.
It was an ugly afternoon for the
Scots, as they tied a school record
for least favorable scoring mar-
gin. To make matters worse,
Wooster committed an unsightly
44 turnovers, the second most for
a single game in school history.
Wittenberg (17-5,12-- 2) set a
school record in scoring with the
1 1 1 points, as well as in free
throws made (34-of-41- ).
The disappointing part of the
game for the Scots was that,
besides the bevy of turnovers,
they shot the ball reasonably well
Open to 11
p.m. Mon --
Thurs, 1 a.m.
on Fri & Sat
Sun 9-- 4 p.m.
Bring in
this ad on
Thursdays
to receive
50 cents
off any
at 40 percent while holding
the Tigers under 50 percent
from the field.
Individually, Nara DeJesus '03
led Wooster in three categories
with 13 points, nine rebounds and
two steals. .
Following Saturday's debacle,
it would have been easy for the
Scots to pack it in for the rest of
the season. But Kenyon found
out the hard way that Wooster
isn't done yet, as the Scots gutted
out a 56-5- 4 victory last night over
the visiting Ladies. The win was
Wooster's (9-1- 4, 4-1- 1) fourth
straight home victory and pulled
the Scots into a tie for seventh
place in the NCAC with Oberlin.
Each team has just one game
remaining.
Wooster controlled the first
half, taking a 30-2- 0 lead into the
intermission. The Scots quickly
built the lead to 38-2- 3 early in the
second half. Down 40-2- 6 with
12:06 left to play, Kenyon erupted
for a 10--0 run to pull to within four
before Wooster righted its ship.
Over the final seven minutes of
play, Wooster never led by more
than five, but never trailed either.
In fact, the Scots saw their lead
dwindle down to just two points
or less five times. But the Scots
answered every time. The only
chance the Ladies had to tie or
take the lead didn't come until the
final possession of the game,
when Kenyon misfired on a
forced three-point- er with just four
seconds left
"The difference between
tonight and the Witt game was
that this time we took care of the
ball a lot better," said Michaelyn
Brunner '03. "We were able to
stay under control instead of pan-
icking when they pressured us.
Our team rebounding was awe-
some, and we all did what we had
. l
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Kristen Rice '03 tries to get a shot off with a defender in her side.
Controversy strikes Olympics
Russell Smith
Staff Writer
In a city barely big enough to
hold Rick Majerus, few thought
Salt Lake City would be a worthy
host a site for this year's Winter
Olympics. Just as there was con-
troversy about putting the
Olympics in Salt Lake City, there
is more controversy going on dur-
ing the games themselves.
The first story involved Team
USA speedskating. Speedskater
Tommy O'Hare accused Apolo
Ohno and Rusty Smith of fixing
last month's Olympic trials so that
Shard Davis could qualify for the
Olympic team.
Davis and Ohno are close
friends and they thought Ohno
allowed Davis to win his heat to
guarantee a spot on the team.
Arbitrator James Holbook
eventually dismissed the
request so that Ohno, Smith
and Davis could compete with
Team USA. "As I have said
from the moment that I first
learned of these accusations,
they are untrue and I did noth-
ing wrong," Ohne said, accord-
ing to ESPN.com.
Not to be outdone, pair's fig-ureskat- ing
had their fair share of
controversy as well. With the
events of the last two days
prompting the comeback of what
is being called the Cold War, the
Canadians feel they were slighted
for a gold medal.
The Russian couple, Elena
Berezhnaya and Anton
Sikharulidze, stepped out of a
double axle setting the stage for
the Russian streak of consecutive
gold medals that has dated back to
the '64 games, to end.
Canadians David Palletiere and
Jamie Sale skated what appeared
to be a near flawless program
at least one worthy of upending
the Russians. The rulings have
prompted a request to have the
judges investigated. The decid-
ing judge was from France who
scored Russia ahead of Canada.
On the more enjoyable side of
things, the Americans, backed by
a sweep in the men's half-pip- e,
has pulled out in front of the
medal count. With the womens'
hockey team opening up play
with a 10-- 0 romp of their German
counterparts, the women are well
on their way to the anticipated
gold in that event
Travis Myer surprised every-
one, including himself, by win-
ning silver in the downhill
moguls. To make things even
brighter for the home crowd, the
curling team upset the highly
favored Swede team before falling
to Canada in its second match.
Not everything was perfect for
the U.S. as, along with the skating
controversy, Picabo Street fin-
ished a disappointing 16th place
before announcing her retirement
from the sport.
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Wooster where the action's at
With the NBA All-St- ar game anJ the NFL Pro Bowl last weekend,
the two sports' honest athletes took center-stag- e in Philadelphia and
Honolulu. But being so close to Valentine's Day, we know no girls
care about the NBA All-St- ar game or the NFL Pro Bowl. What girls
really want are a couple cf guys close to home. "
Our first bachelor is from nearby Akron, Ohio. You want an ath-
lete; he was Green II. jh School's Mr. Bulldog in 2000. While com-
peting in football, basketball ar.d tr , k. he wooed the hearts of hun-
dreds of high sch I N. IL-- is-- a Saurius, 5'T and 180 lbs. of
muscle and ph ; ;e. I r V c f i,i who have a sentimental side,
he is an ednc. :' i i . r ' v. ..:.:-- ; to teach hich school one day,
coaching and v v . kids. 1 lo could be an all-st- ar coach one-da- y.
It is rum. . i : t l.e owns three authentic North Carolina bas-
ketball jerseys. IL b.is been single for a little over a year and loves
to cuddle fireside ar.d watch the television show Friends.
This second bachelor is sir.de. That's pretty much it.
If you would like to reach either of these hollies, drop a note in C-26- 71
orC-275- 8. Happy Valentine's Day.
. .
.
'
; v
NBA and NFL strut their stuff
Now that we got that out of the way. we can really tell you what
happened this week in sports. The West won the NBA All-St- ar game
135-12- 0. Despite constant booing, Kobe Bryant was named MVP
with 31 points. Tracy McGrady led the East in scoring with 24 and
had some impressive dunks. Gary Payton came off the West bench
to add 18 points. Michael Jordan struggled, shooting just 4-1- 3
and finished with 8 points and one missed dunk. The good
news is that he is in fact single now and worth about half of
his $340 million.
in the Pro Bowl, the AFC quickly trailed 10-- 0. and then everyone
turned off their televisions and went to Gala. Some guy down the
hall later informed us that the AFC won 48-4- 0. That fact was later
verified by another student down the hall. Rich Gannon was award-
ed the MVP. but sorry ladies: he is happily married, unlike' ouf two
bachelors above. Gannon threw two touchdown passes, including a
55-ya- rd strike to Marvin Harrison for the n quad's first score. Ty Law-intercepte- d
Donovan McNabb's pass late in the game and ran 3 1
yards before pitching the ball to Ray Lewis, who went 13 yards for
the AFC's final touchdown.
Compiled from ESPN.com
By Erik Shipe and Russell "Dusty" Smith
"We White Guys have faced it.
We're vvack at most everything.
Basically the only thing we domi-
nate now is stuff black people
, don't have the right clothes to try
lumberjack contests and luge
From Rick Rlilly's "White like me"
in "Sports Illustrated1
Fe
Swimming coach sets new record
continued from pg. 12
National Championship in the 50-ya- rd
freestyle. Beckett was
already the winningest coach
in women's swimming with a
current dual-me- et record of
(13 5- -
20-1- ).
"It's
been a
road
full of
lots of
small
"It's been a road full of lots
of small pleasures that
have kept the fire burning
and inspired me to contin-
ue to forge forward,"
Beckett said.
that
have kept the fire burning and
inspired me to continue to
forge forward." Beckett said.
Indoor track competes
Meow Eberts
Staff Writer
Wooster's indoor track and
field teams competed at the Big
Red limtationul hosted by
Dcnison linversitv on Saturday.
The meet was a non-scorin- g
eent.
lor the Scots. Michael .lourden
03 placed fourth in the men's 55
meter hurdles, with a time of 8. S3
seconds. Nahum Kisner "02
earned a third place finish in the
55 meter dash in (vW seconds
Evan McDaniel '03 won the
men's 3(HX) meter run in 8:55.95.
James Williams '04 ( 2003(H)')
and Nil Djan Tachie '04
20 02.00") earned respective
first and fourth places in the long
jump.
Tackie also finished fifth place
in the triple jump, covering
39 06.50". Keith Vance '04
placed second in the shot put with
athrowof47'02.00". Eric Seling
'05 finished sixth, throwing
43'06.25".
For the women. Leigh
Hutchinson '03 placed fourth in
the 55 meter hurdles in 9.40.
Heather Reed '05 ran a 10.09 to
finish seventh. Justina Williams
'02 finished eighth in the 55
meter dash in 7.99 seconds. Lydia
Kruse '02 was seventh in the 400
meter dash, with a time of
1:05.71.
Beckett said the small individ-
ual accomplishments, such as a
new personal record for a no-na- me
swimmer are often more
satisfying than the more publi-
cized achievements.
Beckett's background is in
exercise
J.; . 7 ? 1
physiology
with a bach-
elor's degree
and a mas-
ter's degree
horn Indiana
University of
Pennsylvania
and a doctor-
ate from
University of Pittsburgh. Beckett
applies this background to his
coaching style.
Sarah Grant "04 ( 10:54.13) and
Tiffany White "05 (10:55.06)
pushed each other into respective
first and second place finishes in
the 3.000. Williams (32' 11.50)
teamed up with Li Farina '02
(31 '11.50)
to earn IY2s7
respectiv e
second and
third place
marks in
the triple
jump
Williams
aJsotixk first
in the long
jump with a
leap of
16'02.75.
and Farina
took third
with a mark
of 14' 11.75.
Nicki Artes
'04 earned
sixth place
in the shot
put with a
throw of
33'04.50.
Farina
also took
sixth place
in the highjump,
clearing the Nahum Kisner 02bar at
runs a relay during4'06.00".
'There are not a lot of physio-
logical aspects of planning a suc-
cessful season, that is the arena I
feel I have been most involved
in," Beckett said.
Along with his coaching staff,
Beckett has been involved in both
formal and informal research pur-
suits involving physiology that
have aided his coaching ability.
In addition to his Wooster
accomplishments, Beckett is a
member of the Championship
Board for the NCAA and a Level
IV AAHPERD Master Coach of
Competitive Swimming and an
ASCA Certified Level IV Coach.
"I want to stay contemporary
and cutting edge, searching for
ways to improve and stay compet-
itive," Beckett said.
at Big Red
In the pole vault. Hutchinson
earned sixth place for Wooster.
vaulting 7'0".
The Fighting Scots will be
competing again at Denison
Universitv on Saturday. Feb. 16.
Photo Courtesy of OPI
last year 's outdoor season.
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Men's basketball stumbles one week before Witt
Ass Raymosd
Editor-In-Chi- ef
In their last two tune-u- p games
before the critical conference
rematch with Wittenberg
University on Saturday, the men's
basketball
team expe-
rienced a
rollercoust-
er ride. The
Little
Giants of
Wabash
University
(12-1- 0. 8-- 5)
marched
into townlastSaturday
and handed
the Scots a
76-6- 2
loss.
Last
night.
Wooster
traveled to
Hiram
College
(21-- 3. 14- -
1 l
Brian Carlisle Photo by Tyler Scott
'02 hikes a shot from the paint.
1) looking for the intensity it
lacked on Saturday. The Scots
were successful in their quest,
taking do n the Terriers 93-6- 0.
On Saturday, the Little Giants
controlled the tip-o- ff and scored
the game's first two points, only
to see the Scots go on a 8-- 0 mini
run. resulting in a Wabash time
out with only three minut;s off
the clock.
Slowly, the Little Giants
worked their way back into the
game. The lack of ability to keep
the heat on Wabash allowed the
Little Giants to regain a sense of
composure. Bryan Nelson '03
said. "We should have buried
them, kept up the pressure and put
the game away right there. But we
let them back in the game and
they gained confidence." The
Little Giants took their first
lead since the opening basket
with less than two minutes to
go in the first half and held
i
A
onto that
1 e a d
going
into the
break.
30-3- 2.
,T h e
Scots did
not fare
much
better in
the open-- i
n g
moments
of the
secondhalf,
failing to
net all
but two
of their
first 18
attempts
from the
floor.
During
that period, Wabash took its
two point half-tim- e lead and
transformed it into a 58-3- 6
margin with nine minutes to
play.
Wooster showed some
resolve, putting together a run
to cut the Little Giants' lead to
II points with a little over
five minutes remaining on the
clock. The Scots, though,
failed to sustain the momen-
tum, falling to Wabash 72-6- 2.
The Little Giants made good
use of their trips to the foul
line in the game, converting
90 percent of their attempts .
and all 14 of their free throws
in the second half.
Head Coach Steve Moore said
the team would need to try and
forget about Saturday's loss and
focus on the task at hand.
"We have to bounce back. We
have to put Saturday's game
behind us. We can't change the
outcome now, so all we can do
now is move forward," he said.
The Scots looked to put
Moore's words into action last
night with a win over Hiram.
Wooster was slow to domi-
nate the Terriers on the score-
board but controlled the play
in the first half, going into the
break leading 36-2- 6.
The Scots came out of the lock-
er room firing and -- unlike
Saturday's game, finding the bot-
tom of the net. In the second half
IJbfminipfii It rfci:
Wooster drained 22 of their 29
floor attempts. Hiram, however,
had trouble putting points on the
scoreboard in the second half,
failing to convert any of its
attempts until midway through
the second period of play.
On the night, the Scots shot an
overall 67 percent from the floor
a season high for the team
while holding the Terriers to just
26 percent from the field.
Antwyan Reynolds '02 paced
the Scots with 15 points in the
win. Nelson and Blake Mealer
'05 each chipped in 13 points to
the 93-6- 0 winning effort while
Robert Sims '04 netted 11 points
and Rodney Mitchell tallied 10
points during the game.
The prolific scoring exhibited
by the Scots was one of the best
shooting games in school history
and definitely helped Wooster
regain some confidence for its
crucial conference match up with
Wittenberg this weekend.
Last night's victory over the
Terriers gives Wooster the ability to
still compete for the regular season
conference title. While Wooster
cannot win the title outright, it can still
share it with conference foe
Wittenberg, with a win over the Tigers
on Saturday in Timken Gymnasium.
Tickets will be on sale
for the Wittenberg
showdown in the PEC
Thurs. 5-- 6, Fri. 10-- 2
Beckett accomplishes milestone
David Powell
Sports Editor
With Wooster 's win over Ohio
Wesleyan on Jan. 19, Head
Swimming Coach Keith Beckett
became the winningest swimming
coach in Wooster history for
men's swimming with a dual-me- et
record of ( 107-46- ). He sur-
passed the 106-10- 0 record of Carl
Munson who coached from 1922
to 1952.
"It's an honor and a privilege to
have achieved this award,"
Beckett said.
Beckett attributed his success
to the "wonderful student-athlete- s"
he has worked with and his
support staff, the assistant coach-
es. He added that the "general
good feeling" he gets from the
Wooster community and the
College has kept him here and has
figured into his accomplishments.
Beckett is in his 18th season as
the head swimming coach and has
achieved enor-
mous success
with his teams.
Between
1994-199- 7, the
men's team fin-
ished third for
three consecu-
tive years in the
North Coast
Athletic
Conference
Championships.
In addition, the
men's team fin-
ished in the top
15 at the 1999 and
2000 NCAA
Division III
Championships.
The women's
team has expe-
rienced a
remarkable 13
top-2- 0 finishes
Division III
Head Swimming Coach Keith Beckett gives out
pointers from the deck of the pool.
at the NCAA
Championships. In
1989, Brook Henderson was the
first Wooster woman to win the
See "Swimming coach
sets new record, " pg. 10
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